SYNOPSIS: Representatives from General Dynamics - Electric Boat came to give an information brief about what they do as a company, and to engage SNAME/ASNE Student Section members about current and upcoming hiring opportunities. Topics of their presentation included a history of GD-EB, overview of their role in submarine design, construction and support, ongoing and future projects, as well as opportunities for internships and full-time employment. Entry level and career options for naval architecture / engineering positions were discussed, as well as the benefits of and quality of life at GD-EB. Company representatives then answered questions from students and gave a referral code for online internship applications. GD-EB will additionally be attending the Virginia Tech Engineering Expo on 11 Sept.

PRESENTER/AUTHOR: Alex Arciero, Rykley Cooper, Tess Diffenbaugh, Stacey Vespa (all VT OE or ME Alumni)

LOCATION: Pamplin Hall, Virginia Tech Campus; Blacksburg VA

ATTENDANCE: 25 undergraduate students, sophomores through seniors, primarily Ocean Engineering majors.

PICTURE(s):
SUBMITTED BY: Write up by VT Student Section Secretary, Maura Durkan. Photos by VT Student Section Communications Director, Katie Zalegowski.